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Description:  32 Count, Beginner Circle Dance  
Choreographer: Sheila Bernstein 
 
Music:  Cripple Creek       by:  The Malones 
   Cotton Eyed Joe          by:  The Rednex 
 
   Dee Blansett, Chardon, OH   
 `  DeeBlansett@udancers.com                  www.udancers.com 

 
The couples are placed in groups of 4 facing line of dance.  It doesn’t really matter if men are on the inside, but choreographer 

suggests that they are set up diagonal.  Everybody holds hands!  The front couple holds hands in center, and they also hold 

hands with the back couple by having their outside hands, at their side (waist level), palms facing up.  The steps are written 

traditionally with the man’s steps leading. 

 

1  -  4 Walk forward Right, Left, Right, Left (Outside couple lead with Left foot). 

The front couple lets go of their joined middle hands (but not the back couple) on count 4 

 

5  -  8 Walk forward Right, Left, Right, Left (Outside couple lead with Left foot) 

The front couple peel off to the Left/Right accordingly walking around the back couple as they walk forward.  

Join hands again.  The couple that was at the back, should now be leading. 

 

9  - 12 Repeat the above counts (1 – 8 ) The original back couple in the lead position. 

 

13 -16 Walk forward Right, Left, Right, Left (outside couple lead with Left foot) 

It is important that during this next section of the dance everybody keeps his/her hands held! The couple at 

the back raise their middle hands to form an arch – to allow the front couple to pass under. 

 

17-20 Front couple only walks backwards (under the arch) Right, Left, Right, Left (the back pair walk on the 

Spot/in place) 

The back couple are now in front with their left arm wrapped around their body (right arm for outside 

couple) 

 

21-24 Front couple only unwinds 1 full turn turning to the right for the inside person – to the left for the  

outside person, stepping Right, Left, Right, Left (the back pair walk on the spot/in place) 

 

The next 8 counts are a repeat of steps 25-32, but with the back couple leading.  The couple at the back raise 

their middle hands to form an arch – to allow the front couple to pass under. 

25-28 Front couple only walks backwards (under the arch) Right, Left, Right, Left (the back pair walk on the 

spot/in place) 

The back couple are now in front with their left arm wrapped around their body (right arm for outside 

couple) 
 

29-32 Front couple only unwinds 1 full turn turning to the right for the inside person – to the left for the  

outside person, stepping Right, Left, Right, Left ( the back pair walk on the spot/in place) 

 

Everybody is back in his/her original places!!    Do it Again!!!! 
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